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We examine the maximum possible strength of the global 21-cm absorption dip on the Cosmic
Background Radiation at high-redshift caused by the atomic intergalactic medium, when the Lyman-
α coupling is maximum, assuming no exotic cooling mechanisms from interactions with dark matter.
This maximum absorption is limited by three inevitable factors that need to be accounted for: (a)
heating by energy transferred from the Cosmic Background Radiation to the hydrogen atoms via
21-cm transitions, dubbed as 21-cm heating ; (b) Lyα heating by scatterings of Lyα photons from the
first stars; (c) the impact of the expected density fluctuations in the intergalactic gas in standard
Cold Dark Matter theory, which reduces the mean 21-cm absorption signal. Inclusion of this third
novel effect reduces the maximum global 21-cm absorption by ∼ 10%. Overall, the three effects
studied here reduce the 21-cm global absorption by ∼ 20% at z ' 17.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first non-linear structures containing baryonic
matter in the Universe are expected to form in the Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) model of structure formation at red-
shift z ∼ 20, when the intergalactic medium (IGM) was
mostly atomic and had been adiabatically cooling since
the residual electrons left over from recombination could
no longer keep the temperature equal to that of the Cos-
mic Background Radiation (CBR). The resulting temper-
ature was T ad ' 8 K[(1+z)/20]2 (e.g. [1]), which implies
a comoving Jeans scale for the atomic gas (with adiabatic
sound speed c2s = 5kBT ad/(3µmp), where µ is the mean
molecular weight and mp the mass of the proton) of
λJ =
pi(1 + z)
H(z)
√
40kBT ad
9µmp
' 9.1
(
1 + z
20
)1/2
kpc , (1)
where H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate. Throughout
this paper we use the standard ΛCDM model with H0 =
68 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm0 = 0.308, and Ωb0 = 0.048, see
e.g. [2].
There is a strong interest in cosmology in detecting
density fluctuations of the IGM at this early epoch, be-
cause they are probing the smallest scales of primordial
fluctuations that can be detected, and the conditions that
gave rise to the formation of the first stars in the Uni-
verse, (e.g. [3]). Absorption of the CBR radiation in the
redshifted 21-cm hyperfine line of atomic hydrogen offers
the most plausible method to detect this primitive and
coldest state of baryonic matter.
Experiments targeting a measurement of the cosmolog-
ical 21-cm line, arising from spin-flip transitions between
the triplet and the ground singlet states in neutral hy-
drogen in the IGM, open a new window to the epochs of
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reionization and the dark age of the Universe. In par-
ticular, observation of 21-cm absorption at high redshift
probes the epoch when light from the first stars, which
had not yet ionized or heated the IGM, was able to couple
the spin and kinetic temperatures of the atomic hydro-
gen through the Wouthuysen-Field effect [4, 5]. Although
initial studies suggested that 21-cm absorption might be
swamped by rapid heating of the IGM, and the corre-
sponding 21-cm emission, by the same Lyα photons re-
sponsible for the spin and kinetic temperature couplings
(the Lyα heating effect [6]), this heating was shown to
be small and to allow for an extended epoch of 21-cm
absorption if heating caused by X-ray emission of the
first stars is not very strong [7–10]. This offers promising
prospects for 21-cm observations of the primitive, cold
atomic medium, as a probe to primordial mass fluctua-
tions at very small scales.
A number of observatories aim to detect the 21-cm
cosmological line. An early result by The Experiment
to Detect the Global Epoch of reionization Signature
(EDGES) [11] claimed a 21-cm absorption temperature
at a redshift z ∼ 17 twice larger than the maximum al-
lowed one in the absence of any heating, and for the
baryon density derived from CBR fluctuations and pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis [12]. Many studies explored ex-
otic scenarios of strong interactions of baryons with dark
matter that might further cool the early atomic IGM
[13–15], but the EDGES result is likely affected by fore-
grounds or systematics [16–18]. Other high-redshift 21-
cm searches include the future Large-Aperture Exper-
iment to Detect the Dark Ages (LEDA) [19], and the
Moon orbiting space observatory Dark Ages RadioEx-
periment (DARE) [20].
To help interpret future results of the 21-cm cosmolog-
ical signal, it is useful to derive the maximum possible
global 21-cm absorption in standard cosmology, taking
into account and accurately including any effects that
may impact the average amplitude of the absorption.
This is the goal of the present study, which examines rel-
evant astrophysical effects at the epoch of interest that
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2may substantially modify the global 21-cm absorption
dip. Although many calculations and models have been
done, we include here a comprehensive study of the global
effect of baryon density fluctuations, whose impact has
not been analyzed from an analytical perspective in the
literature.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We review in
Sec. II the basics of the 21-cm global signal, discussing
the imprint of Lyα emission and heating sources. Sec-
tion III describes the effect of IGM density fluctuations
on the global signal. Results are presented in Sec. IV,
accounting separately for each heating contribution first,
and then illustrating the final 21-cm absorption ampli-
tude including all effects. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE 21-CM SIGNAL
The 21-cm emission and absorption signal arises from
the population of the singlet and triplet states of the
atomic hydrogen hyperfine structure, n0 and n1 respec-
tively, governed by the spin temperature TS through the
relation n1/n0 = 3 exp(−T∗/TS), with T∗ = hν0 =
0.0682 K. The differential brightness temperature in 21-
cm absorption can be written as [1, 21]
δTb(∆) = T0∆
(
1− Tγ
TS(∆)
)
, (2)
where Tγ is the CMB photon temperature, ∆ = 1 +
δ = ρ/ρ¯ is the gas density divided by its mean value,
T0 = 27xHI
√
(1 + z)/10 mK is the global emission tem-
perature at the mean density for the cosmological model
we use when TS  Tγ , and xHI the neutral hydrogen
fraction.1
In this work we focus on the epoch prior to reioniza-
tion, setting xHI ' 1. The spin temperature TS evolution
is determined by various energy exchange processes: i)
absorption and emission of CMB photons, coupling TS to
Tγ ; ii) collisions with electrons, protons or other H atoms,
coupling TS to the gas kinetic temperature TK ; and iii)
the Wouthuysen-Field mechanism [4, 5], i.e., Lyα photon
scattering, coupling TS to the color radiation tempera-
ture Tα, which measures the slope of the radiation back-
ground spectrum near the center of the Lyα line where
most of the scatterings occur. The spin temperature is
rapidly set to an equilibrium between these processes de-
termined by the equation
T−1S =
T−1γ + xcT
−1
K + xαT
−1
α
1 + xc + xα
, (3)
1 The 21-cm signal is also affected by peculiar velocity gradients,
but in the optically thin regime the mean value is not affected
because peculiar velocities only redistribute the absorption over
frequency.
where xc and xα are coupling coefficients for collisions
and Lyα scattering, respectively. In general, we can
safely assume that Tα ' TK [1, 21]. We make use of
the fits from [22, 23] for xc, although coupling by colli-
sions is important only at high redshifts. The coupling
after star formation has started is driven therefore by
Lyα scattering,
xα =
16pi2T∗e2f12
27A10Tγmec
SαJα , (4)
where f12 is the oscillator strength of the Lyα transition,
A10 the spontaneous decay rate, me the electron mass of
the electron, e the charge of the electron, c the speed of
light, Sα is an order unity correction factor accounting for
the detailed shape of the spectrum near the resonance,
and Jα is the photon Lyα flux per unit frequency at the
Lyα line center. We adopt the wing approximation for
Sα obtained in [9]. We now explain how the evolution of
the two crucial quantities for 21-cm absorption, the Lyα
flux Jα and the kinetic temperature TK , are obtained.
A. Lyα flux
The Lyα flux from direct stellar emission of UV pho-
tons, Jα?, is given by the sum over the Ly-n levels
which can lead to a 2p → 1s transition through a de-
caying cascade. Photons redshifting to a Lyman res-
onance are always absorbed owing to the high optical
depth of the IGM. Photon reaching the Ly-n resonance
at redshift z have to be emitted at a redshift below
1 + zmax,n = (1 + z) [1 − (n + 1)−2]/[1 − n−2]. Defining
the probability to generate a Lyα photon after absorp-
tion by the n level as recycled fraction of level n, frec(n)
[24], the total Lyα flux can be written in terms of the
photon comoving emissivity α(ν, z) as
Jα =
c(1 + z)2
4pi
nmax∑
n=2
frec(n)
∫ zmax,n
z
dz′
α(ν
′
n, z
′)
H(z′)
, (5)
where the emission frequency is ν′n = νn(1 + z
′)/(1 + z),
νn = νLL(1 − n−2), νLL is the Lyman limit frequency
and H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate.
We use a simple model for the emissivity, based on a
constant emission per unit mass of collapsed halos above
a minimum mass Mmin, at the moment mass is added to
them [25],
α(ν, z) = ε(ν)f∗n¯b,0
dfcoll(z)
dt
, (6)
where f∗ is the fraction of baryons that form stars when
new mass is added to collapsed halos, and n¯b,0 is the
mean comoving baryon number density. We take f∗ =
0.01 following previous works on radiation-hydrodynamic
simulations of high-redshift galaxies (e.g. [26]) or on the
comparison of the star formation rate density to the one
3derived from UV luminosity function measurements [27].
The fraction of mass collapsed in halos which host star
formation fcoll is
fcoll(z) =
1
ρm
∫ ∞
Mmin(z)
dM M
dn
dM
, (7)
where dndM is the halo mass function, computed here using
the Sheth-Tormen function [28, 29]. The minimum mass
Mmin is fixed here to the virial mass corresponding to
a halo virial temperature of Tvir = 10
4 K. This neglects
star formation that can occur at lower virial temperatures
via molecular cooling, and assumes that most of the emis-
sivity is due to stellar populations formed when atomic
hydrogen cooling of partially ionized matter is already
important. In any case, equation (7) is only a simple
but reasonable model for the evolution of the emissivity
from first galaxies. The radiation spectral distribution,
ε(ν), is normalized to
∫ νLL
να
dνε(ν) = Ntot ' 9690, us-
ing the total number of photons emitted between the
Lyα and the Lyman limit, Ntot, from the Population
II (or low-metallicity) model of [25]. Given the uncer-
tainty in the spefic spectral shape, we assume a emissiv-
ity proportional to ν−1, resulting in the normalization
ε(ν) = Ntot/ln(4/3) ν
−1. All in all, the Lyα flux is
Jα =
c(1 + z)3f∗n¯b,0Ntot
4piναln(4/3)
×
×
nmax∑
n=2
frec(n)
να
νn
(fcoll(z)− fcoll(zmax,n)) .
(8)
This flux differs by less than 10% from the one computed
with the more complex model of a piecewise power-law
spectrum presented in [25].
B. Heating sources
The kinetic temperature TK can be determined by
solving the thermal evolution equation
dTK
dt
+ 2HTK − 2
3
TK
∆
d∆
dt
+
TK
1 + xe
dxe
dt
=
2Q
3nb(1 + xe)
,
(9)
where xe is the ionized fraction leftover from recombi-
nation (xe ∼ 10−4), nb = n¯b,0(1 + z)3∆ is the baryon
number density and Q is the total heating rate per unit
volume.
The expected dominant heating mechanism is X-ray
heating from astrophysical sources (e.g. [30]). We
also account for two other usually neglected model-
independent heating sources: CMB photons causing 21-
cm transitions and Lyα scatterings. Compton cooling is
also taken into account, although it is negligible due to
the small ionized fraction in the IGM prior to reioniza-
tion.
• 21-cm heating:
The heating rate due to absorption and emission of
CMB photons by the hyperfine levels was derived
in [10] and can be written as
Q|21 = 3
4
nHxHIxCMBA10T∗
(
Tγ
TS
− 1
)
, (10)
where nH = n¯H,0(1 + z)
3∆ is the number den-
sity of hydrogen, n¯H,0 is its comoving average, and
xCMB = (1− e−τ21)/τ21 ' 1, where the 21-cm op-
tical depth τ21 is small.
• Lyα heating
Another heating source is Lyα scattering which, fol-
lowing [7, 9], has a contribution from continuous
and injected photons (photons that redshift into
the Lyα resonance from the continuum, or are pro-
duced at the Lyα resonance after absorption at a
higher energy line, respectively) of
Q|Lyα,k = 4piHhν0
c
J∞,kIk , (11)
where k stands for k = c, continuous, or k = i,
injected. The integrals Ic and Ii encode the de-
tails on the scattering effects and depend on the
temperature and the Gunn-Peterson optical depth
τGP (the optical depth of Lyα photons redshifting
through the IGM). For these quantities, we use the
fits provided by [9].
• X-ray heating
The heating from astrophysical X-ray sources is
accounted for with the on-the-spot approximation
(e.g.[30]),
Q|X = ξX X f∗fheat µmpnb dfcoll
dt
(12)
where we compute the fraction of energy from X-
rays that is converted to heat in the IGM, fheat,
using the fit from [31]. The fiducial value for the
luminosity of the X-ray emission per unit star for-
mation rate is X = 3.4 × 1040 erg s−1M−1 yr,
from [30], which is measured from local starbust
galaxies. The efficiency parameter ξX accounts for
deviations from this fiducial value, so in the default
model, ξX = 1.
III. IGM DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
The mean 21-cm absorption can be affected by the
presence of spatial density fluctuations in the atomic gas
density of the IGM, ρ. We define the non-linear probabil-
ity distribution function (PDF) of the gas density, P (∆),
where ∆ = 1 + δ = ρ/ρ¯. While the original linear dis-
tribution is described by a Gaussian, the PDF becomes
non-Gaussian when fluctuations at the Jeans scale of the
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FIG. 1. MHR00 probability distribution of the IGM density
for three different redshifts.
atomic IGM reach non-linearity. The probability and
mass normalization imply that:∫ ∞
0
d∆P (∆) = 1 ,
∫ ∞
0
d∆ ∆P (∆) = 1 . (13)
In the following, we denote the average of any function
f over the density distribution as
〈f〉 =
∫ ∞
0
d∆ f(∆)P (∆) , (14)
and the second central moment of the distribution, or
variance, as σ2δ = 〈(∆ − 1)2〉 = 〈δ2〉. We use f for the
background values, when δ = 0, which, in general, will
differ from the value of 〈f〉.
As a fit to the non-linear density distribution, the fol-
lowing probability distribution (named in what follows as
MHR00) was proposed to fit numerical simulation results
by [32],
PMHR00(∆) = A∆
−β exp
[
− (∆
−2/3 − C0)2
2(2δ0/3)2
]
, (15)
where A, β, C0 and δ0 are free parameters constrained
by the normalization conditions in equations (13). Fig.
1 depicts the MHR00 PDF for three different redshifts.
This distribution is motivated to describe the evolution of
low-density regions, where gravitational tides are usually
small and test particles move away from each other at
roughly constant velocity. Therefore, densities decrease
as ρ ∼ t−3 ∼ a−9/2 in a matter dominated universe and
consequently, ∆ = ρ/ρ¯ ∼ a−3/2. Since the linear density
field grows as δl ∝ a, we can write ∆ ∼ δ−3/2l . There-
fore, an initial Gaussian distribution in δl gives rise to
a Gaussian PDF in ∆−2/3, as in eq. (15). In the lin-
ear regime limit, when δ0  1, a Gaussian distribution
with dispersion δ0 and C0 = 1 is recovered. For high
densities, ∆  1, the probability distribution tends to
a power-law, PMHR00 ∝ ∆−β . This is easily seen to
correspond to a power-law density profile in collapsed
objects ∆ ∝ r−3/(β−1). For our numerical model, we
choose β = 5/2 which corresponds to isothermal halos
with overdensity ∆ ∝ r−2. This distribution was seen to
provide a reasonable fit to the results of numerical hydro-
dynamic simulations for the evolution of a photoionized
IGM, simulating the Lyα forest, in Ref. [32].
For the dispersion of the PDF, we compute a filtered
variance from the linear power spectrum using a top-hat
sphere of comoving radius RJ as filter,
σ2l (R) =
∫
d3k
2pi
P (k)|W (kRJ)|2 . (16)
The natural smoothing length for the gas density is the
Jeans length at the temperature of the atomic medium,
which sets the scale where the collapse of the first halos
with high gas overdensities is expected. We use a top-
hat filtering radius RJ = λJ/4, with the Jeans length λJ
defined in eq. (1), fixing therefore δ0 = σl(RJ). This
roughly corresponds to the scale of the first non-linear
collapse followed by the atomic gas, because the top-hat
diameter corresponds to half the full critical wavelength
for Jeans instability (the region where the density per-
turbation is positive). The mass enclosed in a sphere of
radius RJ is also close to the Bonnor-Ebert critical gas
mass for gravitational instability [33].
Finally, we set an upper cutoff to the distribution at
∆max = 10, fixing the probability distribution to zero at
∆ > ∆max. This is reasonable when the mass fraction
that has collapsed on scales substantially larger than RJ
is very small, because the atomic gas does not cool ef-
fectively and behaves adiabatically, so it cannot collapse
to high densities on halos formed from scales comparable
to RJ . The values of the parameters A and C0 are then
determined by the normalization conditions of eq. (13).
Other choices for the PDF can be considered, such
as the log-normal distribution (e.g. [34, 35]). We have
checked our results for this other distribution, finding
no strong dependence on the shape of the PDF of ∆ as
long as the characteristic width of the distribution is kept
fixed.
IV. IMPACT OF IGM DENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS ON THE 21-CM SIGNAL
We now present how the 21-cm absorption is affected
by the presence of density fluctuations in the atomic
IGM, in various models for the heating sources described
above and for the Lyα radiation coupling the spin and
kinetic temperatures 2.
2 The Python code used for the calculations is made publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/PabloVD/21cmSolver.
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FIG. 2. 21-cm global brightness temperature in the strong
Lyα coupling regime at the mean density ∆ = 1 (red), and the
mean value 〈δTb〉 accounting for density fluctuations using the
second-order approximation of eq. (20) (cyan), or the MHR00
distribution (green). Dotted lines are for adiabatic cooling
while solid lines include 21-cm and Lyα heating terms in our
model.
As a first illustrative case, we consider the regime of
perfect spin and kinetic temperature coupling by Lyα
scattering, while neglecting all heating terms. Therefore,
xα  1 and TS = TK (see eqs. 2 and 3). This scenario
represents the case of a very fast transition to strong
coupling before there is any time for substantial heating,
so the maximum 21-cm absorption is produced. If the gas
cools adiabatically from high redshift in the absence of
any heating, the kinetic temperature of the monoatomic
gas is related to density as TK = T ad∆
2/3 (see eq. 9),
where T ad ∝ a−2 is the kinetic temperature at ∆ = 1, or
δ = 0. The mean background 21-cm emission is
δTb = T0
(
1− Tγ
T ad
)
. (17)
The 21-cm background signal is obtained by averaging
equation (2) over all densities with the strong coupling
assumption, TS(∆) = TK(∆):
〈δTb〉 = T0〈∆
(
1− Tγ
T ad∆2/3
)
〉 = T0
(
1− Tγ
T ad
〈∆1/3〉
)
(18)
= δTb + T0
Tγ
T ad
(1− 〈∆1/3〉) (19)
= δTb +
1
9
T0
Tγ
T ad
σ2δ +O(δ
3) , (20)
where the last equation is valid up to second order in
δ, and results from expanding 〈(1 + δ)1/3〉 in moments
of the δ distribution. The impact of density fluctuations
is a positive quantity at the second order, added to the
global signal, diminishing therefore the maximum possi-
ble absorption.
Figure 2 compares the mean absorption 21-cm sig-
nal without density fluctuations δTb (dotted red line), to
〈δTb〉 computed from the second order approximation of
eq. (20) (dotted cyan), and to the same mean signal com-
puted from the full MHR00 PDF (dotted green). In the
latter case, we use also eq. (19), which is highly accurate
in the absence of the heating terms discussed in Section
2 because the normalized density ∆ varies appreciably
only when Compton heating of the atomic IGM by the
CMB is already small. As expected, density fluctuations
imply a lower absorption amplitude by ∼ 10%, and the
second order approximation is close to the exact PDF
calculation, deviating substantially only at z . 15.
B. Inclusion of 21-cm and Lyα heating
We now use the simple model of heating sources pre-
sented in Section 2 to investigate the impact of the small-
scale density fluctuations in the atomic IGM on the 21-
cm absorption evolution as the IGM temperature is in-
creased. As an illutrasting exercise, we first maintain the
assumption of a perfect coupling of the spin and kinetic
temperatures (therefore ignoring the Lyα emissivity dis-
cussed in section 2 and assuming the limit of large xα in
eq. 3), but include the heating derived from the Lyα flux
and the CMB heating. This is of course not a physically
consistent model but it simply allows us to visualize the
impact of heating separately from that of the spin and
kinetic temperature coupling. The red solid line in Fig. 2
is the result without density fluctuations. For this model,
the maximum absorption is reached at zmax ' 17.
We then include the density fluctuations using the
model MHR00, using the following simplification: we
solve equation (9) for a grid of many values of ∆, neglect-
ing the term d∆/dt. We start the calculation at zi = 35
(at an epoch before there is any significant heating), as-
suming the initial relation T (zi,∆) = T ad(zi)∆
2/3, we
evolve the temperature at each ∆ as a function of red-
shift, and then we compute the mean absorption using
the exact equation,
〈δTb〉 = T0
(
1− 〈∆ Tγ
TS(∆)
〉
)
. (21)
Our justification for neglecting the term d∆/dt is that
the heating sources increase rapidly with time, so that
when evaluating the mean absorption at any redshift z,
most of the heating affecting TK(z) has occurred over
a brief time just before redshift z. Taking into account
the term d∆/dt is complex, because at second order the
evolution of ∆ is no longer local and one has to compute
an average over evolutionary histories of volume elements
6in the IGM. Furthermore, at high ∆ shock-heating will
inevitably occur in the non-linear regime. While a num-
ber of approximations may be considered for this term,
the results would not change dramatically because of the
rapid rise of heating sources from the collapse of high-σ
halos.
The result when we include only 21-cm and Lyα heat-
ing (with no X-rays) is shown as the green solid line in
Figure 2, showing the same decrease of the absorption
amplitude (∼ 30 mK at z . 18) compared to the red
solid line, and a shift of the redshift of maximum absorp-
tion to zmax ' 19. There is therefore a substantial and
measurable impact of the IGM small-scale density fluctu-
ations on the global 21-cm absorption history, although
the details of the variation of δTb with redshift depend
on the heating history.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but including the correct Lyα coupling
to calculate the evolution of the spin temperature.
Next, we include the correct Lyα coupling from the
model described in Section 2 to calculate the evolution of
the spin temperature. In the adiabatic cooling case, we
can write analitically the background 21-cm brightness
temperature as
δTb = T0
xtot
1 + xtot
(
1− Tγ
T ad
)
. (22)
where xtot = xα + xc. When the Lyα flux, assumed
to be homogeneous and independent of the density ∆,
dominates the coupling in eq. (3), then xtot ' xα. As
before, the mean 21-cm brightness can be approximated
to second order in δ, yielding
〈δTb〉 ' δTb + 1
9
T0
Tγ
T ad
xtot
1 + xtot
σ2δ . (23)
The results using this formula, together with the nu-
merical integration using the full PDF, are depicted with
dotted lines in Fig. 3. The dotted lines (no heating) now
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but including X-ray heating for three
different galaxy emissivities, where ξX = 1 corresponds to
X-ray emission per unit star formation similar to local star-
bursts.
show a rapid increase of the absorption signal with time
because of the rising Lyα intensity, with coupling be-
coming effective only at z . 20. The inclusion of heating
(solid lines in Fig. 3) now produces a reduced absorption
with a maximum delayed to zmax ' 15, because of the
imperfect coupling, and the presence of density fluctua-
tions also cause as before a further reduced absorption
amplitude, of the order of ∼ 15% respect to the back-
ground case.
C. General Lyα coupling with heating sources
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the calculated mean 21-cm bright-
ness when X-ray heating is included according to eq. (12),
assuming the three different values of the X-ray efficiency
ξX = (0.1, 1, 10). For an X-ray emissivity comparable to
local starbursts, the maximum 21-cm absorption is re-
duced from ∼ 140 mK to ∼ 80 mK, with a shift to a
higher maximum redshift zmax ' 18. With ξX = 0.1
there is only a small reduction in the maximum 21-cm
absorption, while with ξX = 10 the absorption is greatly
reduced to a brightness temperature comparable to the
21-cm emission that is already induced by z ' 15. Of
course, the detailed epoch and value of the maximum 21-
cm absorption depends on the model we have assumed
for the Lyα emission rate as a result of star formation
in the earliest, smallest galaxies to form, but the results
of this model illustrate how the observed 21-cm signal
depends on the model and the impact of the small-scale
density fluctuations in the atomic IGM. This is shown
more clearly in Figure 5, where the maximum 21-cm ab-
sorption δTb (lower panel) and the redshift zmax at which
this minimum occurs (upper panel) are plotted as a func-
7tion of the X-ray efficiency ξX , when all three heating
sources (21-cm, Lyα and X-ray) are included. As before,
the red and green curves show the evolution at ∆ = 1,
and when the density distribution is numerically included
as described above. For ξX < 10
−2, X-ray heating is
negligible and the maximum possible 21-cm absorption
is reached, decreased (in absolute value) by ∼ 30 mK
by the presence of density fluctuations, while for high
X-ray emissivity, the absorption amplitude becomes in-
creasingly small and is reached at an increasing redshift.
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FIG. 5. Maximum absorption |δTb| and redshift when it is
reached, as a function of X-ray emission efficiency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The properties of the earliest star formation period in
the Universe are largely unknown. Understanding this
epoch requires detecting matter density fluctuations on
tiny scales compared to the galaxy-scale distribution we
measure at low redshift, smaller also than the 1 Mpc
scales that are probed by the Lyα forest in the spec-
tra of distant quasars. During these primitive stages,
the interplay between CMB photons, ultraviolet radia-
tion and atomic hydrogen in the IGM leads to the 21-cm
absorption feature in the CMB spectrum. Understand-
ing the depth and redshift location of this absorption
feature is crucial to unravel the formation of stars in the
first haloes and, ultimately, to probe the nature of dark
matter from the small-scale power spectrum. From the
observational perspective, the field of 21-cm cosmology is
entering a promising era of new data with expectations
of first detections in the near future. While numerical
simulations are at hand, analytical descriptions of the
impact of small-scale density fluctuations in the IGM on
the 21-cm absorption profile were missing in the litera-
ture. This has been the major goal of this paper: we
have discussed how these density fluctuations will sig-
nificantly reduce the amplitude of the 21-cm absorption
peak, and how this absorption reduction depends on the
heating sources and the Lyα intensity that determines
the coupling of spin and kinetic temperatures. This re-
duction is not highly dependent on the modeling of the
shape of the IGM density distribution, but the expected
increase in the distribution breadth due to gravitational
evolution ends up producing a nearly constant absorp-
tion temperature increase of ∼ 30 mK at redshifts below
the maximum 21-cm absorption, z < zmax. The shape
of the 21-cm absorption dip is highly uncertain, mostly
due to the unknown X-ray emission from the first star-
forming dwarf galaxies and the Lyα emission determining
coupling, but we have shown that the IGM density distri-
bution modifies this absorption dip in a substantial way
in any case.
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